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MATTHEW NUNN
Matthew Nunn Design was established in 2014 by Matthew 
Nunn with the idea that good design should never compromise 
comfort or quality.

As the son of a yacht and product designer, Matthew grew up 
surrounded by blueprints and material samples. Often joining 
his father to oversee the build of a new yacht or moulding 
process, he learnt quickly that quality and craftsmanship were 
fundamental to successful design. It was in these moments that 
his love of design and varied materials was born and with that he 
began experimenting on his own projects. 

“To achieve simplicity through complexity is the mark of a good 
design“

Having studied design, Matthew spent the next few years 
working across all sectors of the woodworking industry.  Now 
with 15 years experience in fine joinery and composites, as well 
as a keen interest in automotive design and art, Matthew blends 
the use of fine materials and finishing processes to create, highly 
finished, unique sculptural pieces of furniture.
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THE VULCAN

The Vulcan desk was designed through Matthew’s passion for 
innovation and aerospace design, and named as a salute to the Great 
British bomber that lead the technology of its time.

Designed to use carbon fiber’s inherent strength and beauty, the Vulcan 
desk is the perfect combination of engineering and sculptural form. 

With its tip seemingly defying gravity, coupled with its low profile and 
swooping lines, the desk simultaneously exudes power, elegance and 
refinement. 
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THE VULCAN

Copper stunningly accents either side while adding an extra 
level of protection. An addition that is atypical to Matthew’s 
commitment to his furniture’s longevity and longsighted view.

With this in mind each desk comes with a personalised engraved 
and numbered plaque with a production limited to only 88 
pieces.

The matched carbon weave radiates from its centre, accentuating 
its lines, and bringing an extra sense of dynamism to each piece. 

Using technologies primarily found in the Formula One industry, 
the goal was to create a table that would otherwise not be 
possible. And so at 2.5m wide, it has been tested to support up to 
300kg at its centre with minimal deflection.

To achieve this the Vulcan desk is manufactured using a core of 
aerospace grade carbon up to 18 layers thick. Oriented in a quasi-
isotropic pattern in key areas to achieve the necessary torsional 
rigidity and dampening required. 

Having completed our 10 step Piano finishing process the Vulcan 
is lastly finished in a nano ceramic coating to ensure the most 
scratch resistant finish possible.

Whether for the home or office the Vulcan is desk designed for 
those that truly appreciate design at its most cutting edge.
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MATERIAL CONSTRUCTION: 

12mm birch plywood core

8HS weave carbon fibre

2k Twill weave carbon fibre 

Nano ceramic coating

DIMENSIONS: 

w2500mm x h700mm x d950mm

DELIVERY: 

6 – 8 weeks
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